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What a primitive imagery! To eat somebody's flesh and drink somebody's blood. The image of the Gospel this
morning reminds me of cannibalism. Why did the Gospel of John put these words in the mouth of Jesus? Why
was this image chosen?

The Gospel of John was written around 90 a.C. It was not written by John, the disciple of Jesus, but perhaps a
disciple of his. Scholars speak about a Johannine community. This was a community that gathered around
John, the disciple of Jesus. Then the disciple of the disciple compiled the memory of this community. Why?
Because the people who met Jesus were not alive any longer; they told the story to others and these stories
were later registered as the Gospel. So, part of the words we hear Jesus speaking may be his original words,
but they could also have been modified according to people's memories.

My question is: why did the community choose to use such an old and primitive imagery to speak about Jesus
presence in their lives and to develop the concept of what life is all about; what 'real life' is all about.

Some old religious systems (and still some contemporary ones) were based on the idea of sacrifice; mostly
sacrifice of animals but also human beings. Do you remember the story of Abraham preparing the sacrifice of
his son Isaac? The idea of sacrifice was related to the idea of offering. Sacrificing human beings, animals or
vegetables meant offering their lives to the deity or to God. The idea of sacrifice was very important in ancient
Judaism. Sacrifice was a ritual act through which a gift was presented to God. And what else can we bring
before God, who created life and gave it for free, if not life itself? The intention was to obtain forgiveness for
sins, and reconciliation with God.

By saying that his flesh and his blood were to be eaten, Jesus was revising the concept and practice of the
system of sacrifice. He inverts the system: instead of us offering life to God, God offers life to us. Instead of
us creating the opportunity for reconciliation, God gives it. But Jesus doesn't stop there. He offers an
interpretation of the meaning of his flesh already; he says that his flesh is Bread. It is not only the
understanding of sacrifice that is transformed, but a new meaning is already given to it. The Gospel text is
quite revolutionary for its own context.

What about our time? Are we ground-breaking enough to keep the tradition of the Gospel? The whole idea of
the sacrifice of Jesus for expiation of our sins as a plan developed by God since sin entered the world, has
been questioned and reviewed by contemporary scholars, theologians, pastors, communities. This theory of
sacrifice to forgive sins is known as 'atonement theory'. And I agree it needs revision.

Jesus death was not a sacrificial plan put in place by God from the beginning of creation. His death was a
consequence of his own choices in life; his questioning of a religious and political system that deprived people
of meaningful ways to relate to God and to each other. Jesus questions the way to execute justice and to strive
for peace in his society; he confronted his people and us with our blindness to what is most important in life
and how to live together as one family, one humanity, one creation. That took him to the cross. Does this
mean that Jesus death has less value, or that it doesn't redeem us? No. Jesus death redeems us when
encountering our own deaths. It rescues us when we find strength in it for our struggles for justice and peace
and for affirming the integrity of all God's creation. It forgives us when we recognize we also produce kinds
of death, and we repent . It frees us when it reveals to us our true selves. It empowers us when we know we
live embraced by such immense love that it doesn't mind living and dying with us. The death of Jesus is meant
to help us live as free and loved people.

The Gospel story and all that it encompasses is all about life. Flesh is Bread, blood is Life, and those who eat
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and drink have life that is real and eternal. Scholar Hunter says, 'This is sacramental language. To eat and
drink means to assimilate into one's being'. Assimilating God into ourselves. Every time we eat and drink
together around this table we are 'assimilating' God into ourselves. But aren't we already assimilated into
God? Yes, but we need to remind ourselves of that over and over again.

But also, flesh is flesh, blood is blood. God's presence and God's giving of life is mediated by a body. This is
real. Elizabeth Moltmann-Wendel teaches us that 'all spirituality which is disassociated from the body, life,
earth and social relationships', is to be mistrusted. She says that trustable is 'all embodiment which speaks
from a concrete, involved spirit, moved by eros and related to the cosmos.' Disembodiment is lovelessness.

To eat the flesh that is flesh but at the same time bread, and drink the blood that is blood but at the same time
life, is to access the real meaning of life, and what lies beyond it. It is to be aware that God is present in this
very body of ours, and that life is experienced in its depth when it encounters death. Life insists and continues,
and is renewed and presents itself as a beautiful sunny day like today, or a delicious just baked bread.

The Old Testament readings speak about wisdom. One shows King Solomon asking God for understanding to
govern his people. The other presents wisdom personified as a woman.
To combine those readings with the Gospel is a wise mixture.
Why are these combined? Because here resides one of the profoundest wisdoms of this world: that flesh and
bread, blood and life are metaphors for God's presence in us and with us, for the reality that we are in God and
part of who God is.
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